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The Chairman,
Council Members here present.
Disting:..:ished Members of the High Table,
Professional Colleaoues,
Ladies ::lnd Gentler-an.

/

1.0 INTRODUCTION
It is indeed a great honour and pleasure to be invited to address this august gathering.

You must be very proud to be admitted into this most noble profession at a very significant time,
significant in the sense that a new mi!lennium has just begun, which is expected to usher in with
it new hopes and new challenges. As new Chartered Accountants, many are fu:: of hopes and
expectations of big job opportunities in the many established institutions in the banking, oil,
manufacturing subsectors etc.. Truly, many opportunities abound for the Chartered Accountants,
but should the Chartered Accountant be completely shielded from the nagging issues in our
economy, uppermost of which is the issues of unemployment?

Unemployment and poverty are issues that have generated a lot of attention especially in
Government circles both nationally and globally. The present Nigerian government not being left
out has established as a major long term goal, the eradication of poverty and full employment of
resources. It is in pursuit of this goal that the Federal Government under President Olusegun.
Obasanio put in place a number of programmes including poverty alleviation and employment
generation programmes. However, poverty cannot be eliminated by temporarily alleviating the
discomfort and pain caused by it, it can only be eradicated by devising methods to create real wealth
as a sustainable process of growth.

Many believe that the recipe to creation of wealth in an age of change includes innovation and
Entrepreneurship. Some studies have revealed that some communities with low unemployment
usually have a high take of new technologies, and a high proportion of new industries, which are
a result of entrepreneurial activities. The study of entrepreneurship has relevance today because
ofthe economic contribution ofthe new ventures. Morethan increasing national income by creating
new jobs, entrepreneurship acts as a positive force in economic gro'JItth by serving as the bridge
between innovation and application. The strengthen this link, the study of entrepreneurship and
education of potential entrepreneurs are very essential. In spite of this importance enough
emphasis has not been laid on its study.

This paper is therefore intended to bring into focus the role of entrepreneurship in economic
development and possibly stimulate the interest of our new inductees in the process. In the paper,
attempt is made to examine the process of entrepreneurship, the extent of entrepreneurial activities
in the Nigerian economy, the incentives that are available, the probiems encountered and to proffer
solutions to some of the problems identified.
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2.0 ENTREPRENEURSHiPAi-;: TP.EENTREPF:::~!EUR
AccordinG to CunnirJ(;~am and uscnercn (1991), there is no consensus wnatscever en a ;:~2S:::~
defir.lticn of what er.trecreneurship is, or, on the distinction cetwesn antrzDr6neursr:i:: 2:>G :~.c
foundir.'J anq management of a SrI.<.i;:or medium si:ed enterprise. Derir.:t:':ns cren cent.e on ~:.:;'j
oraanis::lti0ns and th~!~ tounders or. the premise t~a! new tirms drive econcmic C:ldfi\;6 :~C
therefore productivity increases, ano •.sw wealth.

The word "Entrepreneur" is French and literally translated means 'bstween-taker' or '~Q·>::'N8Cl'
i.e. one who bears the physical and emotional nsks in m;;,naginGthe resources of another.

Entrepreneur and Entrepreneursr.ip tOC:iY mean many things :0 d~f.erent people:

Schumpeter (1952) opines that the function of entrepreneurs is to reform, re'JOIUi!Cnise()'\8 pattern
of production by exploitina an invention, or more generally an untriec technologica! p0ss:ti:i~f :::;
producing a new commodity or producing an old one in a new way, openinc a new scurcc 01:3C~~;j
of materials or a new outlet for prooucts.

An entrepreneur has been defined as a risk taking innovative individual who estactsaes <:!le
manages a business for purposes of profit and growth (O:son 1937); 2S anyone woo starts J

business (Brockhaus) 1987).

Entrepreneurship has been defined as the dynamic process ef creating mcrernental WE'::~1
(Ronstadt 1984); as the creation of an innovative economic organisation for t~;;purpose Cl :,a:;:
or growth under conditions of risk and uncertainty (Oollinger, 1994); as the process of cre:::;::G
something different with value by devoting the necessary time and effort assuming the a.ccuiT.pZ!nyi,-,.;;
financial, psychic and social risks and receiving the resulting reward of money am! Del ser,2l
satisfaction and independence (Hisrich and Peters 1995); <is the non-continuous process et
matrixing resources 'Of time, men, money and materials to create new good:;, cervices. icess c:r:d
businesses; as the managerial process of creating worth, utility or value by combining ncrnan ~;;d
non-human resources in order to exploit grey opportunities (Aluko et.al 1993).

In spite of these different views on entrepreneurship, there are certain concepts re~<lr:jng the
behaviour of the entrepreneur that seem to be points of acreement. These are:
i. Risk taking
ii. Innovation (newness)
iii. . Wealth Creating.

An entrepreneur combines the factors of production (land, labour and capital) to create products;
services and job opportunities. The average entrepreneur sees opportunities that others do net
perceive or care about and uses relevant data and information to create something new.
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3.0 EC8WJ:I'lC S;C;;jF1C.;~'~CC: Of cIHREFREN::URSlilP
Entrepreneur'al crccnces exist in rncst countnes of the world including Nigeria and helo to create
new ideas and prccucts in areas such as information. technolcjy, food process.no. service
industries among others. Accoroinc to Starer and Freeman (1595). it is a non continuous practca
which appears in order to start or initiate relevant changes in the prooucrion prOCeSS and then
disappears ufitii such a time it appears 2.\iain to start or irutiate some other changes in t~e ;;roduction
process. Entrepreneuna: actvitias can result in the creation of new businesses or initiation of new
ideas .n existing orcanisations (lntrapreneurshipu -:-he goal of an entrepreneur from economic
perspecave is wea'th creation even though there may be several other motivating factors for the
entrepreneur ir.ciL!ding financial attraction. desire for independence/security in self employment,
disruption in present life style such as in retirement, relocation, retrenchment or even completion
of an educational'traininq programme individuals culture, family background, peers and teachers.
(A cuiture that places high vaiue on <In indivrdua: who successfully creates a new business will
spawn mere company formation). Other factors tncluce existence of infrastructure, finance,
education and role models.

Entrepreneurs come in sizes, large. medium and small. However, increasing attention is being given
to small and medium scale enterprises. The argument that is that they are greater in number, more
widely spread throughout the economy and thus exert considerable influence on the development
process through the collective greater output and employment potentials.

SMEs also offer easier entrv to prospective entrepreneurs because they are usually not committed
by huge investments in complex machinery and personnel. They provide opportunities for the
expression of latent entrepreneurial ambitions aside from serving as vehicles for the propagation
and diffusion of innovative ideas both i~digenous and imported (Owualah 1999). They are better
positioned to react faster to their environment and customer needs. Such enterprises clearly
represent the overwhelming majority of industrial capacity in most countries including less
Developed countries (Ogun & Anyanwu 1995). In the words of Michael Nali, Trade and Industry
minister. Papua New Guinea, small and medium enterprises hold the key to creating wealth and job
opportunities for the majority of Papua New Guineans, a country with surplus labour and high
unemployment.

Entrepreneurship plays a great role in the economic development of Nation. According to Aluko
et al (1998) without entrepreneurship which involves the conceptualisation, birth, growth and
development of new concerns or enterprises there will be no serious business in any economy.
Entrepreneurial activities Significantly affect the economy of an area by building the economic base
and providing jobs. The role of entrepreneurship in economic development involves more than just
increasing per capita output and income, it involves initiating and constituting change in the

. structure of business and SOCiety (Hisrich and Peter 1995). This change is accompanied by growth
and increased output which allows more to be divided by the various participants. New firms are
believed to drive economic change and therefore productivity increases and new wealth (R.
McGraw, 2000).
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While entrepreneurs iTIJY create orcanisauons to oucsue !:!es~.!e cho.ces, such z':' :c;!l'~ :~2'~c:•.:1
boss, from 2f1 economic perspecnve tr.e ~e'l to erG2;Jr:!n~ursnlp rernans tne cj'eu~ICj ,)1 "j:::j~l

througn innovative acnvines

~

Entrepreneyrshlp ccntribunons t::J 2CCn0i11IC grO'.':lh anc ceveionmenr Inci~ce:
;.. Creation of ernplcyrnenr C;JPOr1Un::ies tor surplus .accur :hU5 :::ddr2~;;ii:g the crcc.e:n .)7

unemployment.
;.. Creation of wealth t~CJs address.m, the prcblem et pa·Je:~'.
;.. Increased productivity through resecrcn .1110 ceveropment. investment in "e,,'/ ~i?n: ar.c

machines.
;.. Promoting innovative technologies. products. services Jnd ideas.
;.. Promoting the utilisat'on OTlocal resources - human and mate: iai.
;.. Mobiiisation of Savings

4.0 E:-4TR!:?RENElJRIAL PROCESS

Many individuals have difficulty br!:1g tneir iceas to the market and r:re:::ting a ne'Nvpr:~'Jre. f-:C'Nr:'.'2:,
many new businesses are being formed all over the world each day despite recession, inf!:::;icn. !eek
of infrastructure etc. The creation of these neN ventures p ,h~cuQh a series of staces 2S iae:l:iiiea
by some writers.

4.1 McGrath (2000) using her real options reasoninq identlf;ed four processes thr:)!.:,;!h which
entrepreneurial activity leads to economic her argument is basec on change is the premiss ~hCit
according to (Dixon and Pindyck 1994) Start ups are analogous to options. They are invest.nents
in real assets that convey the right tc make further investments in the future shoutd ccnciecns prove
favourable, and should conditicns not prove tavourable, resources can be withcrawn trcrn tne
option and redep!oyed elsewhere at a loss only of the amount of the sunk cos: invastao in the
business at the further and from studies conducted by Geimens, Folta, Cooper & Woo (1997)
business founders have been found to elect to exit when their business prove less attractive than
other alternatives. not necessarily when they failed to deliver economic returns.

The four processes identified are:
i.
ii.

. iii.
.iv.

Identifying opportunities to take out options and investment in an option.
Uncertainty reduction process
Exercising entrepreneurial option
Closure process.

i. Identifying opportunities: This is a process of 'discovery' by 'alert' entrepreneurs. This
may occur through deliberately produced information orthrough pure charge. The n:l,;,:ral
culmination of the opportunity recognition process is investment in an option i.e.
investment in a new business.

Uncertainty reduction process: This is the process of determining whether further
investment to exercise the option is warranted. This may ·be done through the use of

ii.
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information that become available as time passes or oelicerate creation of additional information
by fTIcking investment.

iii. E::ercising option: This implies making follow-on investment necessary to extract profit
streams i~Gm it If the option continues to appear to have value through the uncertainty
reduction process.

iv. Clcsure Process: This involves the termination of businesses that were launched but
'Nhic:~ are no longer viable. The outcome is rhe creation of slack or unaiiocated resources
which C:Jn be directed to the pursuit of other different options.

4.2 According to Hisrich and Peters (1995) the entrepreneurial process has four distinct
phases. These are:
identification and evaluation of opportunity
Developing tr,J business plan.
Determining the resources required
Managing the resulting enterprise created.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

They opine that while these phases proceed progressively, none is deait with in isolation or is totally
comptetec before work begins on factors in a sequential phase.

Identification ar.d evaluation of opportunity: Opportunities result from an entrepreneur being
alert to possibilities or by establishing mechanisms to identify potential opportunities. Sources
of opportunnies include, consumers and business associates, members of the distribution system
and technical people. On identifying opportunities, each opportunity must be carefully evaluated.
The evaluation process involves looking at the creation and length of the opportunity, its real and
perceived value, its risks and returns, its fit with the personal skills and goals of the entrepreneur,
its differential advantage and its competitive environment.

Developing the Business Plan: A business plan is a very important document to the entrepreneur
at the start uo stage. It helps to maintain a perspective for the entrepreneur of what needs to be
accomplished. It is important in developing the opportunity and also essential in determining the
resources required, obtaining those resources and successfully managing the resulting venture.
A business plan will often include financial plans, marketing plans, production plans, human
resource plans etc. The business plan is prepared by the entrepreneur who may seek the help of
consultants in the preparation of the plan.

Determinir.;) the Resources Required: The resources needed for the opportunity must be
assessed. The available resources are appraised and critical resources are identified. The various
available sources of these resources are also identified with a view to establishing the least costly
source.

Managing the Enterprise: An enterprise is created through the implementation of the business
plan. The business structure is put in place to facilitate the management and control of the new
enterprise to ensure its success. . ::
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4.3
i.
H.
Hi.
iv.

According to Moors (1983) in .~:uko et ai (1993) entrapreneuriai process CC:i!::iS7:3 8f:
tnnovation
Triggering event
Implementation
Growth

Innovation: The process starts with the entrepre~Jur gene~ating ideas for a ';'.e'!1rrcci.ct. cer..ce,
venture or business. Such ideas can be ocrslnec throuon an orcanlsec process of searca or 'J'}

chance.

Triggering Event: These may be personal, sociological and environmental factors. The personal
factors include, personal values, education, experience, tolerance, acmevernent rnotlvat'on, ace,
job loss. leadership trails, dissatisfaction, etc. The socio!cgical factors inclune "aren!"l influence,
role models, friends etc. The environmental :actors include avaliability of reSOl;, ces infrastructure,
level of competition, government policy, market need etc.

Implsmentation: An idea may be pursued or dropped. Decision to pursue an ide31,1o/iilhave inouts
from the triggering event. Pursuing an idea will result in the creation of a new crcanisation C!..:Si::2SS
or venture.

Growth: This involves nurturing the created organisation to ensure its survival ana growth.

4.4 The entrepreneurship process according to Aluko et al (1998) con also be conceptualised
in terms of inputs and outputs. The relevant inputs in the process include environmental
opportunities, entrepreneur.al individuals, organisational context, a business or venture concept
and various human and non-human resources. The outputs on the other hand 'Jar'} and can
comprise creating new products and services, a going business or venture, profit or any
performance index, employment, asset, growth or failure.,
In summary successful entrepreneurial activities can be viewed generally as a seauence
which begins with identifying an opportunity and culminates in the creation of so;-;:ethi;-;Q ne
which is of value (creation of wealth).

5.0 ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND WEALTH CREATION

Wealth as some often think is not merely the possession of money. For instance, simply adding
Some money to an economy (by printing more currencies) will not increase wealth, it wiil only
contribute to inflation making the money worth less than it was. Money is often used as a measure
of wealth, a means to store wealth and a useful set of symbols for the exchange ot wealth, it CJn
therefore be a useful tooi in generating wealth.

Real wealth is generated when value of output is more than the combined value of input. The clue
according to Bartle (1998) to increasing wealth in an economic system is investment where
immediate consumption is forgone is the short turn in orderto make increased production of wealth
in the futu re. .
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The entrep-eneuriat prccass which invorves recognising an cpponunity. investing in the opoor-
tunity by creating new firms woicn bring new orccucts and services to the marxe: thus contribute
to increasing produc!ivi~ :md new we2it~. Enrrsoreneurs direct savings (existing wealth) away
from immediate consumptlon towaroc investment an" the creation of new weaith. A society can
eradicate poverty tbrcuqn entreoreneunat activues. I.. tact, little grow~h or development is mace
without a visicnary entrepreneur who conceives a business idea. persists in cvercorninc internal
and external constralnts anc shoulcerc the responsibility for failure or success (Morris and Sexton
1996).

The creation of a new business is very risky, and there are more new business ventures that fa.il
than succeed (Hisrich and Peters 1995).

There is therefore more to having a successful business than just having a good idea, there must
be a good entrepreneur. To be one oi the few successful entrepreneur requires an objective
assessment of:
(a) The viabiiit'J of prospective business i.e. is the business profitable?
(b) One's own strength and weaknesses in terms of what it takes to be a successful entrepreneur.

What then does it take to be a successful entrepreneur?

5.1 Entrepreneurial traits

Although the ideal entrepreneur cannot be profiled some characteristics and traits are commonly
found in sucsessnn entrepreneurs. These include:
~ Desire to be incepencent'be in charge
~ Initiative
~ Responsibility
~ Tenacity
~ Creativity
~ Intuition
~ Ability to handle ambiguity
~ Strong belief in one's ability
~ Totai commitment to the implementation of business.

5.2 Elilr3llreneurlal Skills

Certain skills are required by entrepreneurs to create and maintain successful and profitable
enterprises. These may be broadly classified into three as follows:
i. Technical skills
ii. Business management skiils
iii. Personal entrepreneurial skills

Technical skills include:
~ Oral communication
~ Writing
~ Reading
~ Organisational ability
~ Knowledge of technology .
~ Technical know-how of area of business.

~~====~~~===================

Business management skills include:
Iden!i;;cJtion of needs/opportunities
Planning and goai setting

, Locating resources
» Identifyir:g ccnstraints

Decision maKing
,. Financial and Accountino Skills: Kee:;ir:<; financial records, kno':Jing firic!lcia! PSit'Cll

calculating income rInd cost, es~abi:shing budqets.
~ Credit skill: dealing with banks, unders:anding and n€gotiatin~ for credit, interest &ilC service

charge.
~ Clarifying roles and tasks.
~ Control: evaluating and making changes in response to evaluation.

Personal Entrepreneurial s~ills include:
~ Inner control/ciscip'ine

Risk taker
~ Change oriented
~ Persistent
~ Innovative
~ Visionary leader.

6.0 ENTi1EPRENEURSHiP IN NIGER1A: THE JOUfW~Y SO F,'R
There is a grcwing world-wide awareness th:,t ef'!!ra~rerKJri;:1 activities especially at the small :2n8
medium scale are crucral to economic ~row!h.

Nigeria over time has produced some successful entrepreneurs. A number of organisations lurge
and small have been the result of both pubic and private sector entrepreneurial activities. such
organisations include Eieganza Group of Companies, Doyin Industries, Emzor Pharmaceuticals,
ABC Transport Ltd among others. These companies are the result ot the efforts of indilfjc~als wno
have efficiently and effectively applied the resources of time, manpower, material. machines and
money to exploit hidden opportunities and satisfy identified neeos and wants. (.A.i:JKO et a119(8)

These companies have created new products, new services and new jobs.

Successive Nigerian Governments have adopted various strategiesaimetl at recucino unemployment,
redUCing poverty level and promoting industrialisation in order to achieve the much desired
economic development. The earlier strategy adopted was that of import substitution indcstncl.sattcn
immediately after independer.ce in 1960 to reduce dependence an imports a~d create employment.
However, the resulting large scale industries being capital intensive were ill-suited to the resource
endowment of Nigeria where labour supply (especially unskilled labour) was enormous (Adegbite
1995). It was soon discovered that the strategy did not achieve its aim of reducing unemployment
and poverty level.

Based on a common finding that SMEs have a lot to contribute to the development arid grOWTh of
any economy and according to World Bank report (1978), SMEs provide more employment per unit
of capital invested, subsequent Government efforts at promoting entrepreneurial activities
concentrated on encouraging the creation and growth of SMEs. The argument in support of

I .
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stratejies that encourace the growth of S~!lEs is that SMEs offer the roilowing advantages:
;.. Easier entry to entrepreneurs
~ Greater use of loc;;1 raw materials thus reducing imports
~ Being tabour mtensive and can therefore employ more labour
~ uce of local technology
~ Jispersal 0f economic activity
~ W2<l!th redistribution •
~ React faster to their environment and customers need.

Government support, for the SMEs are in the form of financial. technical and managerial assistance
through some institutional arrangements including the following:
(a) Establishment of Industrial Deve!opment Centres (IDCs) in some states which later spread to

a!1 state capitals and other big cities in the state started in 1964. The iDGs were established
to provide training, technical and managerial support to SMEs in their states

(b) National Directorate of Employment: Established in 1986. Programs under the NDE include:
i. The National Open Apprenticeship Scheme (NOAS) designed for young schoolleavers to

acquire necessary skills for them to go into self-employment. Loans are also provided
under this scheme.

ii. Entrepreneurship Development Programme (Job creation loan Guarantee Scheme)
designed to make bank lending forviabie business proposals more flexible towards young
graduates who have neither equity nor collateral.

(e) The Nigerian Industrial Development Bank (NI DB) to provide loans to SMEs and LScs and
technical/management assistance to entrepreneurs.

(f) The Nigerian Bankfor Commerce and tndustries (NBGI) set up in 1973 to provide loans to SMEs
(both locally scurced and foreign loans).

(g) The National Economic Reconstruction Fund (NERFUND) established in 1989 to provide
medium to long term funds to SMEs in both domestic currency and in foreign exchange
through participating commercial and merchant banks.

However, despite the various forms of government support, the SMEs have not yet succeeded in
previding the much desired economic growth, unemployment is still high, and poverty level on the
increase. This has been attributed to the many problems still tacinq the SMEs. These problems
include:
~ LaCKof intrastructure:The condition of Nigerian reads, telecommunication system, electricity

generation leaves much to be desired.
~ Rnancial constraints: Commercial and merchants banks still find loans to the SMEs and

unprofitable venture because the cost of monitoring small loans dispersed to the many
borrowers usually outweighs the benefits.

~ Lack 01 appropriate technical and managerial skills.
~ Uncontrollable environmental variables including exchange problems, inflation, smuggling

and low productivity of labour.
~ Technological constraints.

7.0 CONCLUDING OBSERVATION
All over the world, there is increasing interest in promoting the growth of entrepreneurship
especially at the small and medium scale enterprises level. Governments of various countries
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Including U.S.A., Japan, Korea, India have encoeracec inci'/id~:lis to 10i'~:11:,"':1 0L!s:r,~::s:::, ~':'
provicing \jovernrnci1t supoort in (he form of tax incentives. provision c~ :;;'Jcd f0::'C:;, cc.r.rnum-
ca~icn system and instltuncnal arrannernents to provice nnance for such 0usif18S3::S.

The emerging glotal networked economy is also prcviding unprecedented o:;oor;:unities tcr <7!iiii
firms to reach ar.d s~POly g!GOJi markets from 0. reiJ;!'.'ely low capital ::a~:. Lx;:!i prcsoeriry f(:~:n
economy will therefore depend on breedmq and nurturing IOCL:i entreoreneurs \'Ji7il ;;!oC&i '/:~:():1
who will be at le to embrace new technologies with competence and Ca!1T!C:d1lC3 anc ap;::;y rhc.n
to yield social ana economic advantage.

Nigeria is not :eft out, the increasing awareness OTthe use of the INTERNeT tcr "Ouch ~u~ins~s
purposes, as; providing neww'J.'js of marketinq and cistribution of prcducts snccld ;J ut the Niqcr:.::n
entrepreneurs on the global market and thus expose them to new w8:lith crsaucn opportunit.es.

Successive Nigerian Governments have also made various attempts at promorinc entrepre:l~u-!:~,i')
by establishing various policies to encourage the growth of small and mec.crn scale b!,;z:ne~:t's

. in Nigeria including the establishment of NESFUNO, ;'J!D3, NAGS, :\1BCI3r.d Peopies Bank. HO'Never
despite these various government poucies and measures in previous years di:-ec':!G 2! the grc"'Ith
and survival of the SMcs which form the buik of antrepreneurial activities, there are :;~!I! a numcer
of problems plaguing the SMEs which include lack of tur.ds, inacequate mtrastructural fa':;iitie::,
lack of access to improved production technologies, inabliity to expand arnone ct.iers.

To promote the growth of SMEs and in effect encourage more entrepreneurial activities in bt'Jra
which will ensure the attainment of the national goals of poverty eradication ;md ernoloyrnsnt
generation, it is recommended that the Nigerian Government should provlce seppcrt ~: ~h-a
following areas:
1. Prov!sicn of adequate infrastructural tacilities such as goed reads, electncity, water 2.r.c good

system of telecommunication. Liberalisation of teiecommunication system :.J trir:g real
completion and bring about local provision of cheap high pertorrnance networx to proper:y
expose the entrepreneur to global markets should be pursued.

2. Establishment of technical and management consultancy services to assist entrepreneurs in
broadening their production and management skills.

3. Establishment of associations specifically consisting of SMEs to enable them channe] treir
contributions to appropriate quarters on issues that affect them i.e. ensuring eliective S~,1E
representation.

•4: Establishment of specialised agencies such as:
i. Investment promotion agencies to attract local and foreign investor.
ii. Training agencies to organise regular training for entrepreneurs in form of workshops,

seminars etc. in areas such as financial management, marketing management etc.
.' 5. Provision of tax incentives, such as accelerated capital a!lowances, tax exemption on interest

. income on credits given to SMEs.
6, Encouraging through fiscal policies, the setting up of venture capital crganisat!ons b:1 the

.: private sector to supply finance to SMEs. .
7. Establishment of SMEs credit guarantee and insurance schemes to enccurace bank lendings

_""1"': : to S~'Es.
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8. rromolillQ the dernond fur the products of this sector through policies that will ensure that
govcrnnl~flt aucncies ;lIlrJ departments procure certain items from SMEs and encourage
subrontt acting hy tile largn scale companies to tile SMEs.

9. Encouraging entrepreneur ial studies ill formal educational institutions.

10. li1V')lving prulessicnal bodies such as IC/\N in tile organisation and management of the
specialised aqencies.

Conclusively, 1118Iuturn of entrepreneurship in Nigeria seems bright but dependent on Government
taking measures to encouraqe their [lrowth and encourage co-operation of the large scale
companies, financial institutions, educational institutions and professional bodies.

I v·fish to thallk the Institute for this unique opportunity given to me to make my modest
contributions to this (1/1 important topic. I hope I have been able to stimulate some interest in the
process.

'1 iI:]lIk you all for ltstuninq.
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